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The licensee acknowledges that he receives the following ressource (in electronic
form):
• 22 000 sentences (approx 650,000 words of annotated text ) from the French
newspaper Le Monde (extracts from december 1989-january 1994) annotated with syntactic constituents, syntactic categories, lemmas and compounds.
• 10 000 sentences with functional annotation (subset of the former)
• documentations with tagsets and annotation guidelines
The original text was given by LeMonde to LDC to clean it up and redistribute
it for research purposes. It has been acquired, tagged and parsed, hand-checked
and corrected by University Paris 7 (LLF laboratory).
The licensee is aware that the ressource he receives belongs to Paris 7. The
licensee will use it for the following project:

The licensee commits himself and his institution to: - use the ressource only for
internal resarch purposes, - not sell it or use it for any commercial purpose, - not
make any copy except a safety one, - not redistribute it (or part of it) outside his
project nor ouside his institution, - report to University Paris 7 (Anne Abeille)
of any result he will get using that ressource, - mention the corpus origin and
University Paris 7’s name (reference to Abeille et al 2003 Building a treebank
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for French, in Treebanks, Kluwer) in all his publications about these results, redistribute to University Paris 7 (A Abeille) any improved or enriched version
he could make of that corpus. The licensee cannot claim any property right on
any such improved or enriched version.
The ressource is distributed with no guarantee and University Paris 7 is not
responsible for the uses that will be made of it.
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